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Prez Sez
Prez Sez October 2017
Greetings YB Nation!
I’d like to thank everyone who came out to Larz Anderson for
European Motorcycle Day and to the Jamaica Vermont Campout! It's been a terrific month for riding and it’s great to see so
many new faces at our long running events. I enjoyed riding
out to Jamaica with Steve Thomas. We got a little wet but we
dried off. Saturday morning Todd Truex and I wet exploring the
local Vermont dirt roads and found a great stretch of twisty
mountain paths and well graded forest roads. Up to Bridgewater for a nice light lunch at Long Trail, and back to the campsite for drink’s with our New York Pal “Peter Patron”. It was a
fun weekend of campfire camaraderie, sausages and steaks
and catching up with friends old and new. We had a lot of far
off first timers too. Bob Malehorn from Ohio, Pete from New
York, Scott and Mimi from Connecticut, and many local newbie’s as well.
This month’s YB
Over Achiever
Award goes to Greg
Wolodkin who ran
for 2 straight days in
the Ragnar Reach
The Beach Relay,
and then jumped on
his GS and rode to
Jamaica to hang out
with us, rinsed off
(maybe), and then
rode an Iron Butt to
Georgia.
Go Greg Go!
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Special thanks to Karl Renneker and John Gamel for manning
the booth at Larz Anderson. We have such an enthusiastic and
hardworking team. Bill Cusack and Jim Sanders once again
made it look easy at Jamaica. Todd Truex and Riley Bush again
schlepped the gear from place to place.

We’ll be having a Board of Directors Meeting at the Willowbrook in November after the regular breakfast meeting. Please
present any concerns, ideas, or hair brained schemes to the
group. We try to improve on the old and do something new every
year. Got and idea for a rally, ride or event? Bring it to the board
meeting. It’s your energy and enthusiasm that keeps the YB’s
fresh.
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September is my favorite
time of the year to ride. The
tourists have largely gone
home, the kids are back in
school and the weather is
gorgeous. I can actually
travel the more well know
roads like the Kancamagus
Highway, Hurricane Mountain
Road, Bear Notch Road and
the other White Mountain
scenic stuff without having
dodge so many Winnebagos.
I enjoyed a weekend in North
Conway last week, “camping”
at the Forest Glen Lodge. It
was the first time I’ve ever
stayed in Conway proper. We
rode up through Maine and
were treated to some great
mountain views, fresh eggs,
and a prime rib dinner at
Tuckerman's Pub.
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Fall is in full swing, the leaves are changing color but it was
80 degrees out at 10pm the other night. I rode until midnight
with my mesh gear on, marveling at what feels like an endless summer. I’m typing this at work looking out the window
at a beautiful sunny day. Looking forward to the Ocean State
BMW Riders Gathering of the Clams this weekend. Carl
runs a great rally and the beaches are beautiful.
If you haven’t been to South Country , now is the time to go.
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It’s been a ton of fun reading the YB Forum and Facebook ride reports. Minna Case has been all over Italy, Karen Salemi crossed
the US on her GS, Duncan Cooper took a month to get back from
Utah.. Vaclav Mottl and Mark Taylor’s ride to Grossglockner, and
so many beautiful sunset rides… I’m looking forward Victor Cruz’s
Morocco tour write up. It seems like there are 3 or more rallies or
events to choose from every weekend in September. IMOC, The
Tug Hill Turnout, the Green Mountain Rally, track days at Palmer,
Thompson, and Tamworth… it just goes on and on and the fun isn’t over yet!! I’ll see you at the Dummerston Pie Festival, The Willowbrook on the 15th, and Dana’s ride to Gould’s Sugarhouse
on October 22nd.
It’s been an
awesome September!
Check your tire
pressures,
watch out for
wet leaves,
and remember
to pack an
extra layer!
See you at
Goulds on the
22nd!
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YB's at Palmer Motorsports Park - Airhead's, RT's and GS's
By Ken Springhetti

Recently we did the track day at Palmer Motorsports park.
Tony's Track Days runs a "Non-sportbike" day. all you folks
who like twisty roads, but hate speeding tickets can come
down on their RT's, K1600GTs, GS's, V-Stroms, BMW
R100 /7's, Norton 850' Commando's, CX 500's and other not
-a-sportbike toys for a day of fun. We setup for technical inspection in the morning and then Ken Condon spent an hour
giving us a riders briefing. The briefing covered the layout of
the track, some basic riding rules, and some tips on having
the best experience.
Many YB's were there. Tim Hille, Greg Wolodkin, Riley Bush,
Mark Grabowski, Dana Seero, Adam from RocketMoto,
David Gamari, Pat , myself, Bob Blethen, Rick Swenson and
a few others I recognized but who's names I cant recall.
Aside from YB's, there were a ton of big BMW's there. as
you walked down the concourse, i would say the BMW was
the most represented marque. I would say that RT's,
K1600GT's and GS's were the most popular bike at the day.
There was an S1000RR, an airhead or two, many other
"Adventure" bikes, and a bunch of Honda ST's, FJR's and
Goldwings. Riley "Chris Rayner" Bush of course showed up
in race leathers
on his SV 650
and again made
us all feel slow ;
-) Greg, Mark
and I were all on
R1200GS's.
Dana had a Triumph Tiger.
Bob was on his
Ducati 800.
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Many of us stayed in hotels the night before. Most folks
stayed at the Copper Lantern, but it was full so Riley, Greg
and I got a room at the Days Inn off Route 84. It was a good
choice, cheap and next to a gas station with an air machine.
BT's Smoke house BBQ is nearby in Sturbridge. Greg and I
enjoyed a feast of Brisket and pork.
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Riders were split into 3 groups. Cruiser/slow, Adventure /
medium, and SportTourer / Fast. I rode the middle group
and really enjoyed myself. The day was split into hour
blocks where it was 20 minutes on track, 10 minute break,
20 minutes in class, and 10 minutes to queue up for the
next session. Each session went about 4-6 laps depending
on how fast you were. It is not a contest of speed and I often found myself in a very chill, "riding Vermont" mindset as
I leaned in and out of the corners. Turn after turn I was just
in the zone. I passed some, got passed by some, and
mostly focused on keeping the race line.
The track is cut into a mountain. There are some serious
elevation changes, hard down hill turns, and a long straight
that corners hard into a chicane. Coming up the hill is really
exciting as once you clear the first uphill S turn, there is a
big drop off into a hard left. I really got the hang of leaning
the bike and over the course of the day I rode about 90
miles on the track . I kept the bike mostly in 3rd gear, working 2nd to redline and sometimes at the bottom of 4th. The
big GS did very well and I used about 4 gallons of gas over
the day.
At lunchtime Ken did a body position seminar where he
demonstrated the optimum ways to steer the bike, position
yourself to look thru the corner, and how to use counter
steering techniques effectively. He demonstrated on a Tiger
Xrx, a Honda ST, and a Harley Davidson Sportster. He covered some of the differences between Cruiser, Sport, and
adventure bikes. Tires, and handlebar shape, forward controls, weight and other factors that play into steering.
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Above: Palmer Motorsports Park . Palmer,MA
Below White Mountain Club Motorsports. Tamworth NH
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Track Days (cont)

Each class included something that progressed riders to the
next level as the day went on. Starting out with the rules of
the track, progressing to passing, braking, proper apexing,
and showing videos of riders on the track and offering areas
of improvement. One of those videos once again afforded
me the opportunity to be the bad example, as I tend to apex
early and tip in too soon. Everyone got a chance to critiqued
by a control rider if they wanted. You can ask the riders to
follow you and they will then change positions and let you
follow them thru the various turns as they demonstrate the
optimal apex time, line thru the turn, and tip in point. I noticed
that in the morning I was very focused on the technical, but
as the afternoon progressed I felt great and just wanted to
have fun. The faster I went, the less precise I got. This is
what happens. Its tough to stay on the line when you want to
just rip thru the corners, but the message of the day is that
the line is the optimal path around the course, and you are
not on the optimal path, you will not improve your lap times.
Ride smoothly, work on cornering better, and relax.
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We had a great lunch, the food was good and there was plenty
of it. Ken Condon, Tony Ianerrelli, his wife Rene, and all his
coaches put on an event that offered me a chance to really enjoy riding the twisties at my own spirited pace, and learn something in the process. It was not an inexpensive activity, but I feel
that it was worth every cent. I have done many track days with
these guys now, at least one a year for the past several years. I
got on the track yesterday relaxed and familiar with the course,
and that helped a lot. Many people doing it for the first time experience some anxiety. Its not a race, its not a contest, and it
truly is a judgement free zone. I've ridden with many of the folks
in this club over the years and I think that all of you would find
this right-at-home. Palmer is more a road course than a racetrack. I've also ridden Thompson, Lime Rock and Loudon.
Palmer is different. I think its my favorite.
Hopefully some of you who are a little unsure if your bike is right
for this might come try it out. Big RT's, Big K Bikes,
Old Airheads, folks young and old, it is for you. I
We rode for sushi at Baba Sushi in Sturbridge after the event,
as it turns out BT's is closed on Mondays.
Some links for reference.
https://www.palmermotorsportspark.com/
Tonys Track Days: http://www.tonystrackdays.com/
Copper Lantern : http://www.copperlanternmotorlodge.com/
BT's Smokehouse : https://www.btsmokehouse.com/
Baba Sushi: https://babasushisturbridge.com/ Palmer Motorsports
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Report from YB West,

Jeff Stein, Your correspondent.

“Nothing is going to happen to you, and it wouldn’t be the end of the
world if it did.”
George Bernard Shaw
At our age – and I’m talking about the average age of BMW motorcycle riders, which in case you haven’t looked in a mirror lately, is OLD
– at our age, well, if you’re going to get out there on a bike, you might
want to hear a hopeful phrase like this one from George Bernard
Shaw, the great turn of the century (that’s the last century, not this
current one) Irish playwright. And you know, Shaw won a Nobel
Prize for Literature. He musta known what he was talking about…
Anyway, that’s how I’m feeling, today: mature, safety-conscious, like I
need an encouraging word here at the start of autumn, as I get ready
for a little solo jaunt out to the middle of practically nowhere, just me
and the trusty (pretty-much) R1200GS.
“Nothing is going to happen to you.” Maybe so… Today I’m heading
for Cherry, Arizona, only about an hour away from where I live,
mostly, Arcosanti; hidden away in a wooded little valley next to
Cherry Creek, right on the northern edge of the Sonoran Desert. And
nothing is going to happen to me. And if it does, I have a cell phone.
Probably no signal out there, but I do have the phone…
On the Cherry Road , AZ -

Cherry, kind of a gold mining ghost
town, is just a few houses, a bed
and breakfast, an art gallery (really,
a nice one) and a firehouse that has
a small collection of antique fire
trucks, a couple of which really
work, and that’s good cuz as you
may have heard on the news,
there’s a continuing drought, high
temperatures, things burn out west
with greater frequency than ever
before, and no sense you going up
in flames just because several thousand acres around you
are smoldering.
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What Cherry also has, and that’s why I’m going, is the Powell
Springs campground, named after the early European-American
explorer of this landscape, John Wesley Powell. Now here’s another guy who used all his names all the time, and who was a
contemporary of George Bernard Shaw. Maybe it’s something
about the late 1800’s. Powell, of course, a founder of the National Geographic Society, president of the US Geological Survey, Had lost an arm in the civil war. He went right on as a follower of that George Bernard Shaw mandate . This little Powell
campground was created by the Civilian Conservation Corps in
the 1930s in the middle of a piney wilderness, now tended by
the US Forest Service. It is secluded, beautiful, can’t even get to
it after a rainstorm, and almost nobody even knows about it. Of
course, dear YB reader, now YOU do, but you’re 3,000 miles
away.
So: tent, bag, a little food, water, snake-bite kit (well, no, the
snakes’ll just have to keep their distance), tires - check, gasoline
-check, off we go! Off we went, actually, and you know, nothing
DID happen to me, except you know, for, like, total transformation after being alone with a motorcycle in the wilderness for a
couple days. Highly recommended.
George Bernard Shaw also famously said: “There is no sincerer
love than the love of food.” So, perhaps he is just the man for us,
the Ride to Eat / Eat to Ride crowd, eh?
Good, then. More to come…
Jeff Stein is a past president of the Yankee Beemers (look him up).
About 5 years ago he up and left New England, to become head of
the late architect Paolo Soleri’s urban research institute, Cosanti
Foundation, in Paradise Valley, Arizona. Sure, you can ride in the
wintertime, but he’s just about had enough of exile now, and will
likely be back, soon.
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Editors View
TIMEOUT

Last month I reported on ANOTHER personal injury preventing me from enjoying this beautiful fall riding. Well, I’m
now halfway through my sentence of TWELVE WEEKS of
Plaster Confinement in a FULL LEG CAST.
But tomorrow, (Oct 2 my 61st Birthday ) I’ll be going before
the Medical Parole board, and hopefully will have my
servitude reduce to a HALF CAST below my knee.
Sorta like being able to go outside into the Prison Yard.
I had taken all four of my bikes off the road. But I still get
out to the garage, and down to the cellar to rotate a charger
and do some light cleaning on my poor neglected gals.
Sometimes I sit on them and make motorcycle noises. And
I dream of Spring 2018 when I’ll be back out there on the
hiway with you, instead of out riding a Walmart Handi-Kart.
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My old friend Dan ( of Dannys Scooter Shop fame ) Is also
slowly recuperating from some back problems, and he has decided to downsize some of his fleet , Trading in a beautiful
Honda Pacific Coast for a new CB500X at Weymouth
Honda.He was also looking to lighten his collection of two other
bikes, a sweet little Honda Ascot Vtwin , and a Yamaha Morphous scooter. Dan remembered that I’d axed to be given first
refusal on the Yamaha , so when the dealer offered him
ALMOST NOTHING for his CP250,
I was kind enough to offer him
Slightly MORE than nothing. He
hemmed and Hawed , but we came
to an agreement which includes
some brand new spares (tires and a
belt). GOOD Now I won’t have to
worry about re-injuring my left Achilles with all that
pesky shifting .
So I’ll just
PRAY that
nothing else
goes haywire
with my body
over the
winter !
OK Now?
Who wants
that ASCOT
cheap ?
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This month I was fortunate enough to have a good friend
wheel me up to Wolfeboro NH to take an Item off of my Bucket
List The Wolfboro Regatta , Vintage Hyrdros ROARING
around the Harbor for two lovely days in September. This is a
Bi-Annual event, so you won’t see em all back there till Sept
2019. The racing was good, but the best for me was seeing
this exotic equipment from years gone by, up close.
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Don’t Get Your ASCOT
DN
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SecSez Karl Renneker

Oct 2017

We didn’t have an official monthly meeting in September. But the
Larz Anderson European Motorcycle Day has always seemed like
the de facto meeting for the month. We had a great vendor table set
up at the event. John Gamel, Todd Truex, Jim Sanders and Andy
Snyder all worked their butts off talking up the club to the crowd. We
sold over $100 in merch, renewed a member and had several folks
express interest in joining.
While working at our table the most common question I received
was: what group rides do you guys organize? I would explain that
big group rides aren’t really our style. We have organized monthly
ride-to-eat meetings and organized rallies. That’s enough organization! There are always YBs getting together to go riding, go out for
a beer, or just hang out and talk about motorcycles. That stuff just
happens organically amongst our members.

Which lead me to
telling people at our
Larz Anderson table
that we are a
social club.
I feel that is a great way
to describe what brings
the club together. It’s
about the friendships
and relationships
formed by a common
love for motorcycles
and everything related
to motorcycles.
Like-minded riders
sharing a passion.
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Upcoming YB Events

Oct 15 Sunday

Fall 2017

Breakfast 8:30 at the Willowbrook Restaurant
Mendon Ma

Oct 22

Sunday

Gould's Sugar House Ride hosted by Dana Lewis

Nov 19 Sunday

Breakfast 8:30 at the Willowbrook Restaurant
BOD Meeting

Dec 17 Sunday

Breakfast 8:30 at the Willowbrook Restaurant
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Breakfast 8:30 at the Willowbrook

Dec 17 Sunday

Gould's Sugar House Ride
hosted by Dana Lewis

Breakfast 8:30 at the Willowbrook
BOD Meeting

Sunday

YB Breakfast 8:30 at the Willowbrook

Nov 19 Sunday

Oct 22

Oct 15 Sunday

Upcoming YB Events

